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Sports
Men's and
Women's
Soccer enter
MCC Tourney
weekend, p. 11.
Getting the picture? Use a big
lens, p. 9.

Cross Country runners receive
MCC honors, p. 12.

Clinton wins election
Who are you?
The Who performs at Nutter Center

President Bill
Clinton
becomes the
first
Democratic
President to
win two terms
since Franklin
Roosevelt in
1944.

Election 1996 Results

As of 2:45 a.m. Nov. 6, 1996.
*-denotes incumbent

U.S. President

66 percent of
precincts reporting

Candidate
Electoral
Popular
*Bill Clinton (D) ......... 388..............49.9%
Bob Dole (R) ............... 142............. .41.7%
Ross Perot (Ref) ............0..................8.0%

Republicans continue to con
trol U.S.HouseofRepresenta- Ohio Supreme Court
tives and U.S. Senate.
*AndrewDouglas..........................2,067,530
Peter Sikora................................. 1,030,688
See "Election '96"
continued on p. 2

U.S. House of Representatives
Candidate
Popular
3rd District
*Tony Hall (D) ............................... 140,274
James Lawrence (I) ............................. 1,852
Dorothy Mackey (Nat. Law)..............5,065
David Westbrock (R) ........................ 73,327
7th District
Richard Blain (D) ............ ,................. 52, 147
*Dave Hobson (R)..........................137,618
Dawn Marie Johnson (Nat. Law) ..... 11,830
8th District
William Baker (Nat. Law) .................. 8, 166
*JohnBoehner(R)..........................159,112
Jeffrey Kitchen (D) ...........................59,100

Issue 1 fails
Yes
1,496,596

No

2,445,904

_

.

_

rkers, rep-

by l)E Local Union 792,tookthcir
·ainst Sodexho last Wednesday to
t court in hope of forcing the
'ity 's food providerto recognize their
; and'won.

e FederalLabor Boardin
e won back 80% of our

niority shiftpreferences.
thing because people
for years were losing
their jobst-said Joan
er worker iri the Bike
ocated in Millett Hall.
· aTurner, 'Vho aiso works in theBike
Shop, said that according to the ruling, the
contract with Marriott must be honored by
,,Sodexho untHanew one can be ~egotiated.
. ~'We .have filed more charges against
Sodem9 for -_ progressive bargaining and
·notforgaining in good faith,'' said Turner.

The Who plays to a crowd of more than
7,000 during a 2-hour concert at Wright
State's Nutter Center. Roger Daltrey (top)
and Pete Townshend (right) perform songs
from their Quadrophenia album.
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UNCF•Merck Fellowships available Pep Band entertains Flack
In an effort to expand America's
pool of world class African Ameri
can biomedical research scientists,
applications now are available for
the UNCF•Merck Science Fellow
ships.
These science fellowships are
part of a l 0-year initiative known·
as the UNCF•Merck Science Ini
tiative, and are targeted to African
American students at both minor
ity and majority colleges and uni
versities.
Each year for the next nine
years, scholarship and followship
awards will be made on a competi
tive basis to 37 students at the un
dergraduate, graduate and
postdoctoral levels.
These awards will be an
nounced in April of 1997.
There are 15 UNCF•Merck Un-

dergraduate Science Research
Scholarships; 12 Graduate Scien_ce
Research Dissertation Fellowships
and IO Postdoctoral Science Fel
lowships.
Merck & Co., Inc. is a leading
research-driven pharmaceutical
products and services company.
Merck & Co. discovers, devel
ops, manufactures and markets a
broad range ofinnovative products
to improve human and animal
health.
The Merck-Medco Managed
Care Division manages pharmacy
benefits for more than 40 million
Americans, encouraging the ap
propriate use ofmedicines and pro
viding disease management pro
grams.
The College Fund/UNCF is a
consortium of 40 private, histori-

"Election '96"

cally black colleges and universi
ties. It is the oldest and most suc
cessful minority higher education
assistance organization in the coun
try.
The College Fund currently
administers more than 350 educa
tional programs that give students
access to higher education and ca
reer opportunity, and strengthen
its member colleges. '
To date, more than 300,000men
and women have graduated from
UNCF colleges and universities.
The science fellowships are
funded by Merck & Co., Inc. and
administered by The College Fund/
UNCF.
Students can obtain applica
tions through the chairperson's of
fice of their departments.
The application must be post
marked for return to The College
Fund/UNCF by Jan. 15, 1997.

continued from p. 1

·,,.,._, . For more informatio'n, con

Ohio Supreme Court

tactUNCF at (703)205-3476 or
write, 8260 Willow Oaks Corpo
rate Drive, P.O. .B ox 10444,.
Fairfax, VA 2203 L-45 l 1.

Marianna Bettman....... ..1,304,848

*Evelyn Stratton........... 1,857,287

Ohio Senate
6th District
*Charles Horn (R)...........92,820
Thomas Intili (D).............. 38,561

10th District
John Eastman (Nat. Law) ... .4,801
Dale Henry (D) .................29,610

*Merle Kearns (R)............63,205

Ohio Representative
38th District
John Lawson (R) .................7,501

*Lloyd Lewis, Jr. (D)........22,311
39th District
Tom Becker (R).................7,899

*Tom Roberts (D)...........23,094
40th District
Rich Frankhouser (D)....... 16,891
*Jeff Jacobson (R)...........27,838

41st District
*J. Donald Mottley (R).....33,412
42nd District
*Robert Corbin (R)...........27,719
Joyce Ferrar (D)................ 15,097

43rd District
David Brower (D) ............. 16,200

*Robert Netzley (R)..........25,656
74th District
Wilberta Eastman(N. Law).1,690
*Joseph Haines (R)..........20,130
Jack Schira (D).................. 12,704

76th District
*Marilyn Reid (R)............27,484

•

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT-TELEPHONE
HARASSMENT
Oct 28: A Maple Hall resident re
ported receiving harassing phone calls.
Nov. 1: A Pine Hall resident re
ported receiving harassing phone calls.

THEFT

Oct. 29: A Hamilton Hall resident
reported his boombox and CDs were
missing from his room.
Oct. 30: A Rike Hall staff member
reported a VCR missing from the Stu
dent Union.
Oct. 30: A College Park resident
reported her parking permit missing from
her car parked on Zink Rd.

Oct. 28: A Dayton resident reported
a suspect who violated a protection or
der.

Oct. 30: A Blanchester resident re
ported damage done to his vehicle parked
in lot#7.

needs a news writer. If you are
interested in a journalism
career, enjoy writing or just
need a job on campus please
contact News Editor Kristin
McAllister at 873-5538.

CAMPUS CALENDAR --------NOVEMBER6
• Wright State University Libraries
Term Paper Research Clinics, now
through Nov. 26, Reservations made at
Dunbar Library Info. Desk.

• Rat Series; Must C TV, 8 p.m.
• Phi Kappa Tau auction, 5 p.m. at
Wallaby's.

NOVEMBERS
LIQUOR OFFENSES
Oct. 31: A Hamilton Hall resident
was arrested for disorderly conduct by
intoxication and underage consumption/
possession.
Oct. 31: An Ohio State University
student was arrested for an open con
tainer violation and underage consump
tion/possession at the Nutter Center.
Nov. 1: A Kettering resident was
cited for underage consumption/posses
sion.

Oct. 30: A College Park resident
reported his stereo and radar detector,
total worth $635, missing from his ve
hicle.

Nov. 1: A Gallipolis resident was
cited for underage consumption/posses
sion.

Oct. 30: A Dayton resident reported
a boombox missing from E024 in the
Student Union.

Nov. 1: A Cincinnati resident was
cited for underage consumption/posses
sion.

Oct. 31: A Village resident reported
her leather coat missing from the multi
purpose room from the Student Union.

DRIVING UNDER THE
INFLUENCE

Oct: 31: A Beavercreek resident re
ported his CD player missing from his
vehicle parked in parking lot #4.

~

VIOLATING PROTECTION
ORDER

CRIMINAL DAMAGING
Oct. 28: A Xenia resident reported
her parking pass missing from her ve
hicle parked in parking lot# 11 near Millett
Hall.

. photo by Mark Mowrey

Wright State University's Pep Band continued the University
tradition of performing in front of Rockafield House Thursday.

Nov. 1: A Laurel Hall resident was
arrested for driving under the influence
and underage consumption/possession.

DISORDERLY CONDUCT
SERVING OUTSTANDING
WARRANT

Oct. 31: A Fairborn resident re
ported being accosted in the tunnels.

Oct. 28: A Kettering citizen was
taken into custody for an outstanding
warcant.

Oct. 31: A Xenia resident reported
being harassed.

• Blood Drive, 10 a.m. to 6 p;.m.,
Multipurpose Room, Student Union.
• "Primetime," featuring the Paul
Lawrence Dunbar Chorale (formerly
known as Gospel Choir), sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, Wed., 11 :30
a.m. to I p.m., Student Union Atrium.
• Bible study, sponsored by the
Baptist Student Union.every Mon., Wed.,
and Fri., noon, 364 Allyn Hall.
• Campus Crusade for Christ Noon
Prayer, every Mon., Wed., Fri. at noon,
214 Medical Sciences.
• Inter-Club Council general meet
ing, every Wednesday, 2 p.m., Student
Union Dining Room.
• WWSU general meeting, every
Wednesday, 3:30 p.m., W025 Student
Union.
• Rat Series: Comedian scheduled.

•. Student Government meeting,
every Friday, 4:30 p.m., El57 Student
Union.
• lnter-Varsity Christian Fellow
ship, every Friday, Bible Study at 6:30
and large group at 7:30 p.m., W025
Student Union.

NOVEMBER9
• Artist Series: Seattle Mime The
atre, "Breaking the Silence," 8 p.m.,
Student Union.

NOVEMBERll
• Veterans Day (university closed).

NOVEMBER12
• Dialogues for Diversity Commu
nity and Ethnicity on Campus, 2 to 3:30
p.m., 062 Rike Hall.
• Residential Community Associa
tion (RCA), general meeting, every Tues
day, 4 p.m., W025 Student Union.

• Table Tennis, 6 p.m., Student
Union Gym.

• Bible Study, sponsored by Cam
pus Bible Fellowship, 7 p.m., 144 Russ
Center.

• Thursday Night Thing, sponsored
by the Baptist Student Union, 7 p.m.,
Campus Ministry.

• November is "Diabetes Aware
ness Month." Stop into Student Health
Services, 067 Allyn Hall for more info.

NOVEMBER 7

•
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Barriers for disabled discussed
By MARK KNAPKE
Staff Writer
Norman Combs, professor of history at
the Rochester Institute of Technology in
New York, came to Wright State last Friday
on behalf of Equal Access to Software and
Information (EASI). Combs, EASI Chair,
gave a presentation on adaptive technolo
gies for people with disabilities.
He illustrated EASI' s goal to make the
Internet and other information technologies
accessible to individuals with disabilities
through hardware and software adapted spe
cifically for that purpose.
Combs' talk centered around educational
issues that, as a blind person, he considers to
be the three main barriers for people with
disabilities: access to science and math, ac
cess to buildings and technology and social
attitudes.
Combs said resources need to be focused
more on the K-12 levels of education be
cause of the increased amount of people
coming to college with these skills.
If disabled individuals are not given the
opportunity to utilize those resources, he

said, they will be left behind when they
make it to college.
To underlie the urgency of this topic,
Combs gave the audience some unexpected
statistics.
According to Combs, there are 48 mil
lion disabled people in the United States,
700,000 people are newly disabled each
year and 71 percent of disabled people are
unemployed.
He said that those disabled people who
have access to adaptive technology in col
lege consistently have higher GP As, a higher
likelihood of passing their classes and are
able to handle more hours per semester.
To illustrate how this issue affects every
one, Combs asked the audience, "Those of
you who wear glasses, are you a disabled
person who uses an adaptive device or an
able person who happens to wear glasses?"
Later, he said, "We're you. Don't do it
for us, do it for all of us."
The presentation was sponsored by CaTS,
the Department of Computer Science and
Engineering, the Office of Disability Ser
vices and the School of Medicine Office of
Public Relations.
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Former CEHS
dean's lawyers
contend felony
charge
By KRISTIN M:ALLISTER
News Editor
In a hearing on Oct. 28, Greene County
Judge Thomas M. Rose heard from the attor
neys for former Wright State University

Fred Geis

Education Dean Frederick
Geis and has taken their
recommendations under
advisement.
Geis' attorneys at
tempted to postpone a Jan.
13 trial date, contending
the most serious of 27
charges against Geis as

unconstitutional.
Geis pleaded not guilty in Greene County
Norman Combs from the Rochester
Common Pleas to 26 felony counts, includ
Institute of Technology speaking about
ing theft in office and having an unlawful
technology and the disabled.
interest in a public contract and to a misde
meanor count of soliciting improper com
pensation.
Allegations of financial wrongdoing and
conflicts of interest involving
potential
The document mentions
By KA VITA S. HATWALKAR
College of Education and
State's
Wright
many terms like "learning com
Assistant News Editor
•
II
and Geis were charged
Services
Human
munity and new avenues oftime
t (the document) 1s a bunch of
investigation was con
long
year
a
after
The Vision 20/20 Document is now in its and space."
Patrol and the Ohio
Highway
the
by
ducted
and
specificity
no
with
rhetoric
Some of these terms do not
third working draft after Faculty President
Commission.
Ethics
ElectJim Sayer made some modifications to have a specific definition.
it can't predict the future.•~
According to court documents, Gies'
Robert Pruett, professor of
the existing document.
contend that a first-degree felony
attorneys
Hanks
-William
According to Provost John Fleischauer, communication, said the vision
in corrupt activity should
engaging
of
count
state"I feel good
the law declared uncon
and
out
thrown
be
ment is essentially
William Hanks, professor of communi
about the con- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
felony charge,
contended
The
stitutional.
11
the ideal.
cations, said, "It (the document) is a bunch
cerns he has
concerns
the
about
good
feel
27, carries a
the
of
serious
most
the
is
which
"No vision of rhetoric with no specificity and it can't
addressed and
prison and
in
years
25
of
penalty
maximum
feel
now
and
addressed
has
he
statement is going predict the future."
now feel that
$10,000.
of
fine
a
to be specific,"
Fleischauer said the vision document
the document
that the document stands on its
A section of the criminal statute says that
said Pruett.
will help give a good picture of the univer
stands on its
the
of
standard
good
a
as
own
convicted under the law can be forced
anyone
(admin
"They
sity.
own as a good
II
•
•
money or property derived from
forfeit
to
university.
istrators) are look
It will also provide monetary donors
standard ofthe
conduct.
criminal
the
ahead
years
ing24
with an idea of where the funds will be
-John Fleischauer
university."
contend the statute vio
attorneys
Geis'
knows
Univer
who
and
applied and what goals Wright State
Fleischauer - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
and U.S. Constitu
Ohio
the
in
articles
lates
to
what intervening sity is aiming to achieve, according
explains that the document was developed
tions.
'
then,"
by
place
in
Fleischauer.
be
by a lot of people at different times and for variables are going to
According to the court documents, pros
said Pruett.
Pruett mentioned a trend happening not
that there was an unevenness.
stated they are not seeking forfeiture
ecutors
through
also
but
level,
only at the university
pertaining to this statute and asked the judge
market.
job
entire
the
out
Calcium is one of the nutrients
According to Pruett, currently 30 percent to proceed with the case.
most likely missing in the
of workers in the global job market are part
American diet.
time or temporary employees and by the
year 2000, the number will be 40 percent.
% of collei!e students who do not meet
Pruett asked how university can imple
needs volµnteer writers in
ca cium recommendations: female 82%
ment targeting a learning community if it
News, Spotlight and
would move to hiring more part-time faculty
male 55%
er of 8-ounce !!lasses
If you are
Sports.
as eluded to in the Vision document.
eet daily requirements
that
forget
administrators
many
"Too
interested contact:
BASED ON USOA'S
Pruett.
said
faculty,"
once
were
they
SURVEY OF FOOD
News
Pruett said the most demeaning thing to
INTAKES. CALCIUM
Kristin McAllister-873-5538
consumers.
as
them
to
refer
to
is
students
RECOMMENDATIONS: NIH
Spotlight
"If students are consumers, then what are
CONSENSUS CONFERENCE
Larsen-873-5536
Alexis
Pruett.
said
faculty, marketers?"
ON OPTIMUM CALCUIM
Sports
Fleischauer said he felt good all along
INTAKE.
Horstman-873-5536
Maggie
feels
still
about the document and that he
good about it now.
SOURCE: NATIONAL FLUID PROCESSOR PROMOTIONAL BOARD.
photo by Mark Mowrey

Vision Document blurry to some
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The Guardian is printed weekly during the
regular school year. It is published by students of
Wright State University in Dayton, Ohio. Editori
als without bylines reflect the majority opinion of
the editorial board. Views expressed in columns,
cartoons and advertisements are those of the writ
ers, artists and advertisers.
The Guardian reserves the right to censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceftance rules es
tablished by The Guardian. Al contents con
tained herein are the express property of The
Guardian. Copyright privileges revert to the writ
ers, artists, and photographers of specific works
after publication. The Guardian reserves the right
to reprint works in future issues.
© 1996 The Guardian

Letters to the Editor
•The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty, administrators
and staff
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday preceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 300 words or
fewer
•All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding to another Jetter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed wil1
not be used

WSU enrollment lowest in 12 years
University needs to freeze tuition increases and find ways to attract more students

Editorial

other university raises theirs so we, follow
ing their lead, raise ours.
I guess if Ohio State became a beauty
college Wright State would be teaching
manicures and hairstyling.
Many students are deciding to attend
Sinclair Community College for the first
two years of college.
According to Joan Patten, Sinclair

Fall enrollment figures for Wright State
University are in and the numbers are not
good.
WSU's main campus enrollment is
15,078, the lowest in 12 years.
Why are students not coming to Wright
State? If they are not going to WSU, where
are they going?
When we talked to students, one of their
-~ ~ - - s
~'\~--¥
concerns was the continuing rise in tuition.
Not a year goes by that the Board of
Trustees (BOT) does not lay the burden of
d.~
the University's incapability to manage
funds on the students.
Many WSU students live from pay
check to pay check. We have a large ~
population of non-traditional students_____
who have families and other obliga- =·-·--.::::l
tions. If money gets too tight in their
family, their education wi 11 be the
family's first budget cut.
The degrees don't change.
The jobs in the workforce don't ~ 'It
_,,.,..,,,
change. Why are we increasing the cost of higher education
Illustration by Joel Robinson
when the society around us is not
research associate, in 1984 Sinclair's enroll
changing.
In 1991, just five years ago, a student ment was 17,267. This year it is 19,260, an
could go to WSU as an undergraduate for 11 percent increase.
What WSU needs to do is freeze tuition.
$2,649. Now that same student would have
to pay $3,600 for the same education. That is When OSU and the other state-funded
a 36 percent increase. During this time infla- schools raise their tuition, WSU should bite
the bullet and leave tuition where it is.
tion rose only 12 percent.
This could attract students from around
The University's excuse for continuing
to raise tuition is lame. Ohio State or some Ohio and make WSU more appealing. A

'rytt

"'"\..,

student Jiving in Columbus may decide to
move down to Dayton and attend WSU
instead of going to OSU if it is financially a
better deal. WSU already has a lot of stu
dents from Cleveland and Cincinnati and if
our tuition became more reasonable, we
would get more students to choose Wright
State as their institute of higher education.
WSU' s best advertising is word ofmouth
from its students. If students are telling their
friends WSU is too expensive, then those
potential students will be turned away. Once
they find out most state schools are in the
same range, and knowing private school is
not an option, they will decide to attend a
community college, trade school or skip-out
· on college all together.
Another excuse given for raising tuition is to allow more available money for
financial aid and scholarships. This is
great if you are one of the students who
receives a scholarship. If not, you get to
pay for someone else to get one.
When students try to protest tuition
increases, the University threatens that
..._~ it would have to cut services.
If the University has to increase
tuition every year to pay for services,
perhaps some administrators and BOT
members should take a management class in
Rike Hall and learn how to manage money.
We have a good school here.
Our teachers are wonderful, our campus
is nice and many students enjoy attending

wsu.
However, money speaks louder than
words. If tuition continues to rise, WSU will
see more and more of its students fly away.

Raider Voices
Why is enrollment down at WSU and what can be done to increase it?

"We just had an increase in tuition. We need to
make Wright State more visable in this
community. It's a good school."

"Students can't find their major here. And, if
they find it here, they'd rather go somewhere
else."

"There should be an emphasis on remedial
education. Wright State needs to allow students to
have more flexibility in scheduling for classes."

"One thing that detracts students away from
Wright State is the lack of community."
photos by Mark Mowrey

"The increasing tuition. The University needs
to lower tuition and do more advertising
through the rest of the state."

"The institution, as a whole, has raised tuiti
over $400 over the past four years. And they
need to ask why enrollment is down?"

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 873-5537
Fax: 873-5535
News: 873-5538
Editor in Chief - 873-5540
Sports / Features- 873-5536
PRl~TElJ O>i
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letters to the editor
Five Oaks no Beverly
Hills but it's home to me D~nial of benefits

is discriminatory

There are children who fill the because there is a UDF close by.
It bothers me that I hear gun
streets with screams and laughter.
Now that fall has arrived they are shots, but it has become something
I believe that WSU should be a
Wright State University Presiinvading tombs of leaves just as I I'm accustomed to.
has failed us all leader and take the first step to
Flack
Harley
dent
Don't get me wrong, I like were
did in in the 'burbs. After the chil
yet again. With his denial of plac- equality. Gays, lesbians and bi
dren and their families leave the I live but when I'm out on the street
ing domestic partner benefits on sexuals are normal people who have
I don't always feel safe. This sum
streets another element emerges.
the agenda for the Campus Cli- caring, loving relationships and de
Last week I heard about 20 mer I walked home from the Santa
mate, he has decided to let WSU serve the rights of everyone else. I
rounds echo through the streets of Clara Arts district on Main Street
stand in silent agreement with a know what it's like. I am a lesbian
my immediate area. Salem is only many times, sometimes at night. I
who is married to a beautiful
policy of discrimination.
five blocks away and it was be stuck to the back roads but never
The denial of benefits to gay, woman. My marriage is just as real
tween there and my house that the felt totally at ease.
lesbian and bisexual couples isn't a as any heterosexual marriage, yet I
That is not a totally bad thing.
shots came.
no ben
I stopped, noted the time and Being hyper-aware of one's sur firstoffensefor -II- - - - - - - - - - - - - receive
efits for my
0
How
thing.
good
a
is
roundings
went back to strumming my guitar.
believe that WSU
:u;n/
wife. I hate to
ever, it gets old after awhile.
Is that bad?
think that it will
leader
a
be
should
p
thereisagrou
I love my beautiful room in my
In the other neighborhoods I've
be like
always
th
th
and take the first step this simply
at e govlived in I would have called the beautiful house. I just wish every
be
t
ernmen
11
police. However, there were po one who lived around me could be
some
cause
tO equality.
wishes to dislice close enough to hear the shots a little morebeautiful. I'm not talk
body is afraid
•
ing looks, I'm talking soul. I see credit, they - - - - - - •
refuse to allow them to marry and they will lose if they take a stand
many walking around without any
have the benefits that go with it. against inequality. Actually, it
resemblance of soul in their eyes.
The group that sticks out the most shocks me that our president, an
They've given up to the life of the
would be African-Americans. For African-Am erican, would pas
city. Drugs, violence, inadequate
many years they have had to sively sit by and allow discrimina
education and no money have given
struggle to be treated fair] y. At one tion against anybody to continue.
the soulless little choice but to turn
time they were also not granted the
We wish to thank The Guard impact on social, economic, and off their soul and become animals.
right to marry and have benefits.
ian for covering the welcoming political systems as well as cultural It is survival of the fittest in nature. Yet, they· persevered and eventu-·
Lori Richmond
I live in a city but nature plays
reception for Dr. Anne Sisson expressions, personal relations, and
History
Junior,
ally won the right to marry.
Runyan, the new Director of the even ways of knowing. The minor itself out daily. I will continue to
Send "letters to the editor" to:
Women's Studies Program, that in Women's Studies will be in place enjoy my stay there, but probably
to
want
We
The Guardian
the
on
in
enough
first
high
the
I'm
when
while
1997
only
Spring
by
Ameri
was co-sponsored by the
Student Union
W016C
hear from
can Association of University troductory core· course (Ap food chain to not be bothered by
Wright State University
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two classes so I might gradu "Your record sho~s three tickets, stating she had more tickets she
took
munity that the Women's Studies ies as well as gender issues in higher
less than six years. I received please pay the $1 O." Apparently no didn't pay for. When she gradu
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ate
Program is an academic program, education (which is the
tickets which I paid in attempt to even find out what may ated, she had to have a completely
parking
two
soon to be offering a minor (as well action-orien ted focus of the
I later received a have happened to cause the third clean record or WSU would not let
check.
a
and
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as eventually a major and graduate Women's Center) by attending the
Services stat ticket to suddenly show up on my her graduate.
Parking
from
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during the summer. I simply waiting for me to register nore them. They have the upper
received
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office in the Department of Politi by calling Dr. Runyan at 873-2123
find out if the ticket and then I will be forced to pay a hand.
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again
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cal Science in Millett 401A, is an or 873-2942.
I will never get another C park
off of my record ticket I never received.
taken
been
had
Sincerely,
interdisciplinary program focusing
This is not an uncommon prob ing pass and will only get a remote
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it
that
found
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on the study of sex/gender systems
marked as paid. The person I talked lem. A woman who works with me pass from now on. I urge everyone
(constructions and perpetuations of
Dr. Anne Sisson Runyan to then read off all of the tickets also had problems with Parking else to do the same. Why give them
what constitutes "woman" and
Director, Women's Studies they said I received and read off a Services. Before she graduated she $55 of your hard-earned money
"man," "masculinity" and "femi
Program third ticket which I never received! was told she had $265 in parking only to be treated like garbage?
n · ity" that vary over time and
I wrote the Director of Parking fines, yet she was allowed to regis
s cultures), their relationships
Brian Ganger
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to other systems of power (such as
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she
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a
Director, Women's Cente situation. About
race, class, and sexuality), and their

Last year I wrote a piece about
the possibility ofmoving to a beau
tiful house in a not so beautiful part
of town, Five
Oaks. Well,
one of the
people who dis
agreed with me
wanted me to
wait a year and
then respond.
By Craig
I have lived
Napier
in Five Oaks for
a year. I'm not sure what I can say
much different, a lot of my as
sumptions about living in the area
were true. I did not take the deci
sion to move into the area lightly.
I have seen both sides of the
spectrum in my neighborhoo d.
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Thanks for coverage of
Women's Studies Program

letters to the editor

Mysterious ticket causing student trouble
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American Lung Association of Ohio offers flu facts
The American Lung Association (ALA) of Ohio is reminding all
Americans that influenza is a potentially life-threa tening, contagious lung disease that can be prevented with an annual vaccination.
"An ounce of prevention is definitely worth a pound of cure when
it comes to getting your annual flu
shot," says ALA of Ohio Dayton
Office Director Roberta Taylor.

"An influenza vaccination is about
70 percent effective in preventing
influenza and reducing its severity
and it is safe," she said.
Together, influenza and pneumania (the most common complication of influenza) are the fifth
leading cause of death among
American s over the age of 65 and
the sixth leading cause of death
among all Americans.

The ALA of Ohio offers several "Flu Facts" to remember as
influenza season approaches. ALA
recommends influenza vaccination
for people over the age of 65 or
who suffer from a chronic he'alth
condition or lung disease such as
asthma, emphysem a or chronic
bronchitis.
ALA stresses that the prime
time to get an influenza vaccine is

in four people might have a s
len, red, tender area where the shot
was delivered.
The vaccine is not made of Ii ve
viruses, but inactivated ones that
have been rendered non-infectious.
Fore more informati on about
influenza or lung disease contact
the American Lung Association of
Ohio at (937) 291-0451 or toll free
at 1-800-586-4872.

between Oct. 1 and Nov. 15.before
the flu season begins.
A person can have influenza
more than once because the virus
that causes influenza may belong
to different strains of influenza
"families. " ALA recommen ds annual flu shots to avoid infection
from the current year's virus.
Most people experienc e little
or no reaction to the vaccine. One
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CONFUSED?
PREGNANT?
FEELING PRESSURED?

We can help with:
• Free pregnancy tests
• Emotional support
• Information on abortion alternatives
• Assisrance with Post Abortion Stress
• Material assistance
• Referrals for community resources

Services are free and confidential.

EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?
oday there seems to be an investme nt expert or
financial advisor almost everywhe re you turn. But
just how qualified are all these experts?
Peace of mind about your future comes from solid
planning. From investme nts and services designed and
managed with your needs and retiremen t security
specifical ly in mind. The kind of investmen ts and services
TIAA-CR EF has been providing for more than 75 years.

T

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWAR DING RETIRE MENT.
Our counselor s are trained retiremen t professio nals
who have only you and your future in mind. So you're
treated as the unique person you are, with special needs
and concerns about retiremen t. And that makes for an
understan ding, comfortab le relationsh ip.
With TIAA-CR EF, you have plenty of choice and
flexibility in building your retiremen t nest-egg - from
TIAA's guarantee d traditiona l annuity to the investme nt
opportun ities of CREF's seven variable annuity accounts.

Ensurin g the future
for those who shape it.
0

And we're nonprofit , so our expense charges are
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual fund
industries . 0 That means more of your money is where it
should be - working for you.
TIAA-CR EF is now the largest private pension .
system in the world, based on assets under managem ent
- managing more than $150 billion in assets for more
than one and a half million people througho ut the nation.

WOMAN'6
6UPPQQT CENTEQ
A Pre8nancy 6upporl Cenler
1377 East Stroop Rd. Suite 303
Kettering, Ohio 45429
(513) 643-HOPE (4673)

great scores

111

TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.
It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find a
reliable pension plan provider. -But as a member of the
education and research communi ty, your best choice is
simple: TIAA-CR EF. Because when it comes to helping
you prepare for retiremen t, our annuities will add up to
more than spare change.
For more informati on about how TIAA-CR EF can
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollme nt
Hotline at I 800 842-2888.

SM

Lipper-Direc tors' Analytical Data, 1995 ({}µarterly).
Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Analysis. 1995; Lipper Analytical &rvia.J, Inc.,

CREF certificatu are iJi.ttributeiJ /Jy TIAA-CREF lniJi~iJual d /n.,titutumal Servicu.
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Kaplan helps you focus
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Our teachers will show
you the P-roven skills and
test-tal<ing techniques
to ~efp you ...
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SPOTLIGHT
No more phone tag:
AfOW people can be
•
. •
reached at leisure ,n
•
our w,reless world
By JENNIFER DRUMMER
and SARA GWIRTZ
Staff Writers
With the telecommunication technology
of today, you no longer have an excuse to
leave your date standing
outside the restaurant
waiting for you. Pagers
and cellular phones are
transforming the way
people keep in touch.
Along with the con
venience of being able
to get in contact with
nearly anyone at any
time and place come
changes in the "traditional" way

ofcommuni~a~ing.Because of the seven d1g1t phone
number demand, many of the
nation's available numbers are being depleted.
According to Anne Bloomberg,
media relations manager for
Ameritech, there is currently an explosion in the use of telephones and
telecommunication devices. Pagers and cellular phones have been
responsible for much of the increased use of phone services.
Gone are the stereotypical days
when the only people who had pagers or cell phones were doctors or
drug dealers. Now the average person can afford to use these former
luxuries. Mike Groneck, vice president and general manager of
Pagenet, the world's largest independent paging company, explained, "Three to four years ago
it wasn't even economically feasible for
m o s t
people
to have
a
pager."
Tod a y
wi th prices
ranging from
$8.95 per month
with no up-front
costs to an initial
charge of $209
plus monthly
fees,
a
pager is
affordable

fo:nearlyeverybudget.Thelow~r
pnced models are generally a basic pager, while the more expensive ones give not only the caller's
message, but also news and
weather.
Cellular phones run anywhere
from free to $1300 according to
Paul Monaghan, an employee of
Ludlow cellular and paging.
Monaghan commented that the
free phones come with a contract,
usually for three years. Most eellular phones come with a package
deal. A certain number of minutes
are allowed for a fixed price each
month and any time used after that
is an additional charge.
Wright State students seem to
be keeping up with the times. It is
nearly impossible to walk across
the Quad and not see at least one
person checking their beeper mes
sage or gabbing on a cell phone.
After talking to WSU students,
it was revealed that most students
who have cell phones keep them
in their _car for emergencies while
on the road. "My mom got me a
cell phone when I came to school
for emergencies when I am driv
ing," said student Stacy White.
This was backed up by
Monaghan who said, "The major
ity of customers are concerned
about security, which is why they
want a cell phone."
Students are the perfect custamer for a pager because of their
activities. Many students don't
know where they are going to be
at any given time, therefore they
have a pager so their friends and
family can reach them. Groneck
commented that "the overriding
need is just to be in touch."
Gabriel Van Rel, an employee
of Pager Plus, said that in the
five months the store has been
open, "The majority of the
customers are between the
ages of 18 and 28." Van
Rel commented that he
thought this was prob
ably because "it's really
very trendy right
now."
This explains the
promotions that
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Rusted Root's concert this past Thursday at the ·Nutter Center
was exceptional. Michael Glabicki's (above, left)) soaring vo
cals and Jim Donovan's (right) tight rhythm line made for a mu
sical experience of new dimensions. Nil Lara, the opening act
was dynamic with knock-out celestial jams. (Alexis Larsen)

Phone changes at WSU
Wright State shares the 873
prefix with other residents in
Ohio, therefore WSU will soon
have a shortage of numbers to
provide for everyone on campus.
To prevent problems from hap
pening in the future, WSU is
buying its own block ,775, which
goes into effect December 13.
Everyone will have their calls

transferred until January 30, but
after that time the 775 prefix
must be used. According to
Telecommu nications Manager,
Larry Fox. "They could have
waited another year to change it
but they wanted to replace the
873 prefix and the 513 area code
at the same time to make it less
confusing." (Jen'niferDrummer)

have been going on at WSU. One
pager vendor displayed his wares
outside of Allyn Hall last week,
with another scheduled to come to
campus this week.
The paging industry is growing
at an enormous rate. Motorola, one
of the nation's top companies, re
ports that the market has grown 20
percent a year for the past five
years and is expected to continue
at this rate for the next four to five
years. Motorola also said that 1996
marked the first time that a greater
percentage of the market share was
held by individual consumers than
commercial businesses.
While it is very popular to have
a pager right now, there is a down
side to this issue. Perhaps the big
gest problem with pagers and cell
phones is that they use regular
seven digit phone numbers. With
the increase in pager and cell phone
use in the Miami Valley, the area
was quickly running out of pos
sible phone numbers to give out.
Because of this, the area code was
changed this past September.
Even though pagers and cell

phones helped cause the change in
area codes, they will not be af
fected by it. Groneck said that with
a pager or cell phone, the only
numbers that need to be dialed are
the seven digits, not the area code.
Advances in technology always
bring benefits as well as problems,
and cellular phones and pagers are
no exception. They both play a

~- .

such a big role in communication
in this fast-paced society that the
effects they have on our lives are
often overlooked.
I
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AIR FORCE ROTC HAS A 2 YEAR PROGRAM.

If you plan to graduate in 1999, you can begin
Air Force ROTC as a Junior and earn a commission in
the United States Air Force in just two years.
Juniors and Seniors in Air Force ROTC earn $150 a
month and can qualify for annual $2000 incentive
scholarships, regardless oftheir academic major. If you
are interested you need to ACT NOW! For more
information, contact your Air Force ROTC Detachment
at 873-2730 or visit us at the Frederick
~ - • ,~ .
White Health Center, Room 232.

AIR FORCE ROTC
Leadership Excellence Starts Here

-~
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Big Lens offers panoramic view
By 1'R1ssrn Di SALVO
Staff Writer
This Friday marks the unveil
ing of seven new films from the
students of the Motion Pictures
Area of the Theatre Department at
Wright State. Page Manor will be
hosting this year's seventh annual
Big Lens Film Festival.
The seven films featured are
junior and senior thesis projects.
Part of the curriculum includes that
the students must
fund, or
ganize,
and adver
tise for the
festival
t h e m selves.
T h e s e
films will
then go on
to com
pete at national and international levels.
Beth Aldrich, whose documen
tary Dead Heads will -be shown,
graduated from Wright State in

1991. She said she was very happy
to be asked back to show her senior thesis as the Festival wasn't
around when she graduated.
Steve Carter, a film student
whose film Night Owls will be fea
tured, says this is his "first time
with this large of an audience." Af-.
ter working on this project for a
year and a half, he admits to being
a little nervous. "I've worked on
this so much, but I don't know how
the audience will react." His film
is based
on "a situ
ation ev
eryone
has been
in and can
relate to."
Night
Swim
ming, a
film writ
ten and di
rected by
Brian
Whitley, produced by Eric
Hoagland, and cinematography by
Alex Esber, is about a high school
senior who has to watch his mother

lose a battle to cancer.
Other films in the festival inctude another documentary, two
dramas, and an experimental film.
The documen
tary, about the
double standard
,.. ..,..,,
concerning the
perceptions of
male and female exotic
dancers,
is
written,
directed and pro
duced by Dara
Bornstein and Pam White. The
Signing, a drama by Andrew
Estevez, is about a man trying to

The Premiere wHI take place
on Friday, November 8, at
7:00 PM at Page Manor on
5584 Airway Rd. Two other
screenings will take place
on Saturday the 9th at 3:00
and 7:00 PM: Tickets are
$5 in advaJce, or $6 at the
door. Ttckets ,may Qe pur.chased at Page Manor, or

by camng 25a..2a22.

cope with witnessing his wife's
death on his own while being
hounded about paperwork from the
hospital staff. Dead Cats Dance
on Fire, by
Morena
Vidal, Hill
and Jenni
fer
L.
Terrell, is
about two
girls in an
abandoned
house trying to put
their chaotic, violent world into
perspective while watching from a
broken window.
Valiera
Feldman's untitled film, half of
which was bought for 39 cents at a
thrift store in Appleton, Wisconsin.
All together these films make
up the 1996 Big Lens Film Festi
val, a memorable experience in
film, both educational and enter
taining. Seeing is believing.

Advertising for Dead Cats
Dance on Fire (left) and Night
Swimming (right) pique
curiosity.
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New Journal
accepting
submissions
"Fogdog" according to
Wright State University's
new English Club, is a
Scottish term meaning "a
bright or clear spot in a
fog bank."
This term is also the
basis for the name of their
new literary journal The
Fogdog Review.
The English Club, es
tablished last spring, de
cided to start a journal as
a way to bring together
English majors to channel
their interests outside of
class.
The first publication is
scheduled to come out to
wards the end of winter
quarter. Submissions are
due November 15, and
can be sent to Annette
Oxindine, or one of the
four co-editors. (Chrissie
Di Salvo)

You've got a lot to grin about when you use A1&T or an
AT&T Universal MasterCard®. Like an A1&T True Rewards®
Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and:
• Sam Goody/Musieland gives you a 15% discount
on CDs and cassettes.
• "TCBY"® Treats gives you a freebie after you buy two.
• BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO® makes your third movie
free, when you rent two~
• Amtrak lets your companion travel for 25% off
But True Rew~rds is just one part of our special
college package. Here are some more:

AW' 1hle Reach.
~

AW'~~
Senice

AW' lnna'sal
~.

To sign up for the AT&T True Rewards® Program, call

1 800 654-0471

....._.....

AT&T

Your True Choice
http://www.att.com/college
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TOYS "R" US
Now Hiring for Seasonal
All Positions - All Times
Competitive Wages
427-9580

Now Hiring z locations
Col. Glenn Hwy.
All Shifts &
Positions

Harshman Rd.
All Shifts--Servers,
Bussers, & Dish Crew

Full & Part-time, competitive wages,
benefits available. We will work around
your school schedule.

APPLY IN PERSON
2648 Col. Glenn Hwy.
across from WSU

1929 Harshman Rd.
across from Stebbins H.S.
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Basketball Soccer teams prepare for tourney
By JOHN C. DESELEM
Staff Writer

suffers
due to ice,
·part II

In a game that could have been
a tune-up for the Midwestern Col
legiate Conference women's soccer
tournament next week, WSU
squeaked out a 2-1 win against Lou
isville.
"It was a rough, physical con
test," said sophomore midfielder
Nicole Marchese, who unofficially
had two assists in the game.
"The referee called the game like
a high school match. Everytime
someone would go for the ball he
would call a foul," said Marchese.
Freshman forward Jody Lee
Hart scored Wright State's first goal
when the ball came loose at the six
yard box off of a drive initiated by
senior midfielder Ashley Kingston's
35-yard kick from midfield.
Hart, a LaGrange, KY native,
made her hometown collegiate de
but versus the Cardinals.
Freshman forward Stephanie

Commentary by MAGGIE
HORSTMAN AND DAVE
SEAMAN
In response to our article last
we~k we received a memo saying
we printed wrong information.
According to JanetAchterman,
Vice President for Business and
Fiscal Affairs, "condensation did
not build up in the basketball
floor ... high temperature and hu
midity did cause the areas sur
rounding the floor to become wet,
which caused water to be tracked
onto the basketball floor."
Achterman continued, "This
problem will he permanently
eliminated with the installation of
the Metasys System on November
9th."
We aplogize for not confirming
our accusation of this matter.
However, the point we are try
ing to make is the Wright State bas
ketball teams are not able to prac
tic~ in their home arena.
If you take a look at McLin
Gym, you see nothing but walls on
all sides of the court.
When the teams practice in the
arena they get the feel as if it were
a game situation.
By having the teams practice in
a different place, they lose the feel
ing of the I 0,632 seat arena that
they will be surrounded by in a
game situation.
We agree that having the
Bombers at the Nutter Center is a
good thing, but it should not cost
our basketball teams a home court
advantage.
This is an issue that will be de
bated throughout the entire basket
ball season.
We plan to follow the develop
ments of this issue.
We guess we'll see how the ice
trw e ffects Wright State Raider
basktLOall.
'Till next time ...

;,,-_

Monahan scored the winning goal
of the match, her second of the season, on an assist from Marchese.
"I dribbled the ball up to the net
and Stephanie one-touched it in,"
Marchese sai_d.
"Louisville is a good team,"
Head coach Rob Klatte said."Amy
Toms (sophomore goalkeeper)
played really well in goal to secure
the victory for us."
"We played good enough to win,
but it wasn't a pretty win ... We need
to step up, we played at a level that
was good enough to win Sunday, but
we need to pick up our level of play
for the tournment," Kingston said.
WSU begins their postseason as
they take on Northern Illinois, who
finished' sixth (1-5 in MCC) in the

Nicole Marchese (8) will have

~ a homecoming as WSU #3

::E travels to NIU #6 in the MCC
~ tourney. Co-captainAshley
~ Kingston (1-1) hopes to lead
~ her team to a championship
] _
this_week.
....all.l..iilt.m- .alC.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Men's soccer without starting keeper
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Sports Editor
The end of the regular season
brought the men's soccer team a
challenge for the upcoming confer
ence tournament, playing the first
round game without their starting

goalkeeper.
With 52 seconds remaining in
the match against Northern Illinois,
sophomore goalkeeper Dan
Cwiklik received a red card.
Going into the games this
weekend he is ranked nationally
and is first in the conference with

Volleyball splits
last home matches
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Sports Editor
Wright State's volleyball team finished their home schedule with
predictable results.
Previous to last Friday's match with Loyola, the Raiders-Ramblers
series had gone to five games in the last three out of four matches.
This time was ~o different. WSU won three games tb two to con
tinue a three match winning streak.
Senior co-captain MoJlie Schuler said, "We played with continual
aggression that put the opposing team away."
On senior day, the Raiders had to face the number one team in the
conference, Northern Illinois. As in the past, WSU played well against
the Huskies keeping the games tight, but ended with a loss.
Wright State travels to Wisconsin for games at UW-MiJwaukee
and UW-Green Bay. "We're looking to improve on things we've been
doing well...If we play at our level, we'll do well," said Schuler.

a goals against average of 0.67.
Cwiklik's red card was not the
only troublesome part of the team's
roadtrip.
The Raiders suffered a loss to
Loyola on Nov. 1 by a·score of 2O, then fought to a stalemate with
NIU ·1-1 in overtime.
At Loyola, the team had four
shots in the first five minutes. Head
Coach Greg Andrulis said the
Rambler's goalkeeper "made six
great saves that deflated us."
LU scored at the end of the first
half and converted a penalty kick
in the second half.
Things didn't get much easier
at NIU, with both teams vying for
positions in the Midwestern Col
legiate Conference tournament.
The Raiders scored first off of
a junior forward Jared Raftery vol
ley that hit the side netting, but the
Huskies tied it with a penalty kick
seven minutes later.
The loss and tie moved the
Raiders into eighth place in the
MCC.
According to Andrulis, the re
sults hurt because it puts them in a
position where they have to face

photo by Mark Mowrey

quarterfinals of the MCC women's
soccer championship.
"NIU's players are big and
strong. They will come out like
gangbusters Thursday," Klatte said.
"They have nothing to lose."
The game will be played Thurs
day, November 7 at 12 p.m CST at
Huskie Soccer Field in DeKalb, Ill.
The semifinals are Friday, No
vember 8 at noon CST, and the
championship game is Sunday, No
vember IO at 1 p.m. CST.
Wright State's women's soccer
is riding the crest of a winning sea
son. At 11-9 overall, 4-2 in the
MCC, this is their best record since
1991 when the team had a record of
11-6-1 under Hylton Dayes.
Thursday they will try to tie the
winningest season in team history
when the Raiders went 12-3-2 in
1988.
the number one seeded team at
their home field.
But, he said, this team seems
to play better against tougher com
petition.
Raftery said,"! think we'll come
out fired up ... We have everything
stacked up against us, but that's
when we play our best."
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Raider Scoreboard
Last Week's
Results
Men's Soccer ·
~
(11-5-3, 2-4-2 MCC) W
Wright State 0 Loyola 2
Wright State 1 Northern
Illinois 1
Women's Soccer ~
(11-9,4-2 MCC)
Wright State 2 Louisville 1
Volleyball
(7-19, 3-5 MCC)
Wright State d. Loyola 15-9,
5-15, 15-9, 8-15, 15-11
Northern Illinois d. Wright
State 15-13, 15-14, 15-6
Cross Country • ~
at Midwestern , , \
Collegiate Conference Meet
Men finished 4 out of 7 teams
Women finished 5 out of 9
teams.
Top 20 WSU finishers: Men: 3.
Rob Sander 9. Adam Meier 11.
Todd Koehn Women: 9. Sonja
Rutt 18. Stacey Ewing

W

Women's Tennis ~
(7-6)
\lJ
Butler d. Wright State 9-0
Swimming and Diving
Men: Wright State d.
Bowling Green143-99
Women: Bowling Green d.
Wright State 131-112
.Dayton Bombers Hockey
(3-4-1)
~ ,/
Dayton 4 Louisville 3
Huntington 3 Dayton 1 •J
Knoxville 4 Dayton 3 (S.O.)
Toledo 3 Dayton 2

Friday, Nov. 8 at 8 p.m.
WSU at Wisconsin-Milwaukee*,
Saturday, Nov. 9 at 3 p.m.
Swimming and Diving
WS~ vs. Eastern Michigan
(women), Friday, Nov. 8 at 7
p.m.
WSU vs. Oakland, Saturday,
Nov. 9 at 1 p.m.
Dayton Bombers Hockey
Dayton vs. Mississippi,
Wednesday, Nov. 6 at 7 p.m.
Dayton at Peoria, Friday, Nov.
8 at 7:35 p.m.
'Dayton at Columbus.Saturday,
Nov. 9 at 7:30 p.m.
--Basketball schedules will be
Men's Soccer
in the November 13 issue
WSU vs. Butler*% Thursday, --Vitaly Watch: Potapenko has
Nov. 7 at 7 p.m.
been an integral part of the
Women's Soccer
Cavs' success so far. His 22
WSU vs. Northern Illinois*% points against the Bullets led
Thursday Nov. 7 at noon CST the team to a 2-0 record.
Volleyball
Home games in bold 'MCC game
WSl:J at Wisconsin-Green Bay*, %MCC Tournament game

J

This Week's
Games

Women•s tennis
wraps up seas•n
BY DAVE SEAMAN
Staff Writer

The Wright State women's ten
nis team finished the fall portion
of the season with a 7-6 record.
They ended the fall season on
October 30 with a loss to Midwest
ern Collegiate Conference foe But
ler 9 matches to 0.
Throughout the fall season, the
top players struggled.
The play of the four through six
spots and the doubles kept the
Raiders in most of the matches.
Junior Patti Hoppe commented,
"the one and two singles were
tough, but the three through six
·spots were pretty evenly matched
and pulled out some wins for us."
The fall portion of the season
also brought Head Coach Charlie

Painter his 100th win at WSU with
the tearri's win over Wittenberg.
The Raiders biggest win came
on October 13 as they defeated
Morehead State 5-4, according to
junior Krista Keller.
The match was won by the
doubles tandem of Keller and
sophomore Anjali Mathur.
Keller commented, "We pulled
together as a team in every single
match ... the team is closer now than
in past years."
Senior co-captain Rhonda
Rains had a career match versus
Akron when she overcame a 5-0
deficit in the second game to win
· 7-5 and consequently the match.
The Raiders plan to weight
train and condition in preparation
for the upcoming spring season;
according to Rains.

They'd have hired me if I
had the experience .....
•Banquet Services ....$ 7.00
•Machine Operators ..$ 7.00

-

•Administrative Assistant ....$ 8.50
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1st, 2nd,.and 3rd shift openings -- Full-time Opportunities -- Long/Short Term
CALL OR STOP BY! Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
1282 N. Fairfield Rd.
CBS PERSONNEL - (513) 429-4400

RARE RESTAURANT
PROFESSIONALS IS

COMING

TO CENTERVILLE

Be one of the lucky few .on the Grand
Opening crew at Carvers Restaurant. This .
premier steakhouse is destined to be Center
ville's finest dining establishment - and
now you can join the select group who will
share in this rare opportunity.
;.

• SERVERS

• PREPCOOKS

• BARTENDERS

•
•
•
•
•

• HOST/HOSTESS
• SERVERS' ASSTS
• ASST. RESTAURANT
MANAGERS

CARVERS
STEAKS & CHOPS

DINNER COOKS
SOUSCHEFS
DISHWASHERS
MAINTENANCE C~
SECRETARY

Enjoy flexible schedules, solid training,
tive compensation, excellent career pote
so much more. Apply in person Mondaf-:9 am - 6 pm at Carvers, 1535 Mia ··
Centerville Rd., Centerville, OH 4 ·
opportunity employer.

Savor The Experience

/

~

A.. P R I M E O P P O R T U N I T Y
FOR

/ ~/-

.A1~r
Don't go there. Go to Chile.
Project CHILE
The Children Internship Learning Experience
offered to you by WSU' s College of Business and
Administration and Office of Intemational Student
.Programs

Program requirements:
WSU student currently enrolled in Spanish 201
(or with two years of college Spanish)
Funding and financial aid available.
Applications due November 15, 1996.
For more information:
Amy Anderson, Director
International Trade Programs
College of Business and Administration
120E Rike Hall
873-2841
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MCC meet a success for WSU

By ERIC LOESCHER
Staff 1!.:..,.iter

•

The cross country men and
women's teams ran in the Mid
western Collegiate Conference
meet this past Friday, finishing 4th
and 5th respectively.
The men again placed three of
their runners in the top eleven, with
the 3rd and 10th place all-confer
ence slots awarded to freshmen
Adam Meier and Rob Sander.
Team co-captain Todd Koehn re
ceived an 11th place finish, being
nudged out of tenth by a second
by Sander.

Meier and Sander received all
conference awards, and Meier re
ceived the newcomer of the year
award for the conference.
"We moved up one place to
fourth place from- fifth last year,
and it's really nice to see the
underclassmen's training has paid
off," said Koehn.
"We were hoping for at least a
third place finish, but fourth place
will do. We're trying to rebuild the
[cross country] program here at
Wright State and put us on the
map," stated Meier.
But when fifth spot ru nner
Tony Arnold heard that, he said,

"we don't rebuild, we reload."
The women ran good enough
for a fifth place finish this year,
but according to Mike Baumer, the
cross country teams' head coach,
"no one really ran exceptionally
bad or good. They all ran fairly
close to their averages for the sea
son. That's not bad, for (senior)
Sonja Rutt still finished in ninth,
but I would have liked to see them
do better for themselves."
The teams will try to put their
ammunition in the shotgun and fire
away at the district meet coming
up one on November 16 in
Champaign, Illinois.

Swimming and diving win opening meet
BY ERIC LOESCHER
Staff Writer
Wright State's swimming and
diving teams started off the way
they ended last year: winning.
The men's and women's swim
ming teams opened their 1996-97
season against conference foe but
ler University on Oct. 19 by romp
ing the bulldogs.
The team took first and second
place in practically every race.

Butler had no diving squad for
the Raiders to compete against.
This past Friday the swimming
and diving squads competed
against Bowling Green University.
Senior divers Karen Lesh and
Amy Hutchinson compiled a first
place finish in the one and three
meter platforms respectively.
The men's diving squad turned
out the same results as junior Jared
Bitner received first place finishes
in the one and three meter plat-

form.
The women's swim team won
the 1000m and 500m freestyles by
sopomore Kristen Cusimano and
the 200m butterfly by sophomore
Kaisa Selesniemi.
"The men won basically every
event, including the 200m freestyle
and breaststroke, the team medley,
200m individual medley and back
stroke, 500m freestyle , and the
400m freestyle relay," said Stuart
Wells, senior men 's captain.

VlP.
Matchmakin3
]n rernac1ona]

0uarantees to find your
perfect match wjth1n 30
-7
",.J
.
"i.h
aays. "'10U
ueS\sD L e pero:m
of y.our dreams and j w j]] find
JJjm/Her for :you! ]nvest in
your future , let World
:Renowned Matchmaker, wjth a
resume of thousands of
successfu] matches, f jnd :your
perfect match!
1

What have you 8ot to lose?
For Jnrorma rjon
Cal] Now

(310) 289-4931
Beverly 1t1ls

Better Ingredients .

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every
fees . They even pay a flat rate
year Army ROTC awards
for textbooks and supplies.
scholarships to hundreds of
You can also receive an allowtalented students. If you
anceofupto$1500eachschool
qualify, these merit-based 1,.EADERSH1p year the scholarship is in
scholarships can help you
~
effect. Find out today if
pay tuition and educational .__~~ you qualify.

ARMY ROTC

Better Pizza.

NOW HIRING
DELIVERY DRIVERS
$8-12 Per Hour

SHIFT MANAGERS
$6-8 Per Hour

"THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit Room 337, Allyn Hall or call

873-2255

Beavercreek
320-7272

Riverside
256-7272

Fairborn
879-7272
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Employment
Inidividuals are now being recruited to
perfonn tasks as research subjects testing
communications equipment. Participating
individuals must be at least 18 years old,
have good hearing, and be able to speak
distinctly. M-F 8:30am- I2:30pm at Systems
Research Labs@ WPAFB. Contact Mike
Ward at 255-3328 or 255-3368.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BEAN ACTOR?
Men needed for a demo video (to act as
spotters in a strength/weight lifting film) on
Nov. 12-15 (8am-4:30pm) $5.75/hr+$100
completion bonus. Near WSU. For more
information call Judy at 255-3432 8am5pm.
SPRING BREAK '97. WORK FOR SST
AND TRAVEL FREE. ..ON ONLY 13
SALES! CASH, TRAVELANDPRIZ ES!!
FREE INFO: CALL SUNSPLASH
1-800-426-7710.
TOURS
WWW:SUNSPLAS HTOURS.COM
FREE T-SfilRT + $1000. Credit Card
fundraisers for fraternities, sororities &
groups. Any campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00/
VISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive FREET
SIDRT.
HELPWANTED! Men/Womeneam$48 0
weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic
Experience
components at home.
unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings
your local area. Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT
C200.

CIASSIREDS
$1750/week possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For
info call 301-306-1207.
THE PINE CLUB
DISHWASHERS, BUSSERS
PART TIME NIGHTS
UP TO $8.00 PER HOUR
CALL DAN AFTER 5PM
228-9852
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. T36, P 0
BOX 1779, DENHAM SPRINGS, LA
70727.

.Services
Ah011ions To 2-i Weeks
Private Medical Practice
Low Fees - Prompt Appointments
WOl\lEN'S MED+ CENTER
293-3917
WW\\·.gynpagcs.com/ me<lplus

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo' s,
REO's. Your Area. Toll Free (1) 800-8989778 Ext. H-8253 for current listings.
Need Private grants to continue education?
$6 billion avaiable in no payback ever
program. Details - Toll Free 1-888-5274777. Guaranteed Satisfaction.
FUNDRAISER- Motivated groups needed
to earn %500+ promoting AT&T, Discover,
gas and retail cards. Since 1969, we've
helped thousands ofgroups raise the money
they need. Call Candice at (800) 592-2121
x 196. Free CD to qualified callers.

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes.
AlsonJeeps,4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free
l-800-898-9778 Ext. A-8253 for current
listings.
ATTENTION! Do you want better
grades? Better looking papers? Well,
save yourself some time and let ME
proofread and correct your written
assignment, term papers, and/or thesis.
Pricing varies. Call Kathy at 254-2272
and leave message w/ name, number,
and best time for return your call.

Travel
Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
Days $279! Includes All Meals, Free
Parties, Taxes! Great Beaches & Nightlife!
Prices Increase Soon - Save $50!
springbreaktravel .com 1-800-678-6386
Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break Specials!
7 Nights Air & Hotel From $399 ! Prices
Increase Soon - Save $50! Save $150 On
Food, Drinks & Free Parties! 111 % Lowest
PriceGuarantee! springbreaktravel.com 1800-678-6386
Spring Break Panama City! Boardwalk
Beach Resort! Best Hotel, Location, Price!
7 Nights $129! Daytona-Best Location
$139 ! Cocoa Beach Hilton $169 !
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
NOW is the time to call Leisure Tours and
get free information of SPRING BREAK
PACKAGES to South Padre, Cancun,
REPS
Jamaica and Florida.
NEEDED ... Travel free and earn
commissions. 800-838-8203.

FREE TRIPS & CASH! Find out how
hundreds of student representatives are
already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS
OF CASH with America's #1 Spring
Break company! Sell only 15 trips and
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER
POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. Call
Now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800)-95-BREAK!
Hundreds of Students Are Earning Free
Spring Break Trips & Money! Sell 8
Trips & Go Free! Bahamas Cruise $279,
Cancun & Jamaica $399, Panama City/
Dayt$119! www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386.
EamMONEYandFR EETRIPS!! Absolute
Best SPRING BREAK Packages available!!
INDIVIDU ALstudent
ORGANIZATIONS, or samll GROUPS
Call INTER-CAMPUS
wanted!!
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 orhttp://
www.icpt.com.

t§im:Di!iAA!lMti

communication groupt is collecting used
eyeglasses for Thrid World Countries.
There are boxes set up at the circulation
desk in the Dunbar Library and the Student
Health Services in the basement of Allyn
Hall. Donating used eyeglasses helps people
who cannot afford glasses and helps the
earth by recycling.

Zeta Tau Alpha would like to w e ! ~
our new members Sarah Bizub, Rachel
Doyle, Rachael Dworkin, Stacey Goodrich,
Jenny Griff, Shanda Gunka, Linsay Lader,
Brenda Lantman, Mandy Martin, Annie
Owens, Beth Pappas, K-Tie Stack, Sarah
Weyrich. We love you guys!
Congratulations Courtney Miller- Zeta Tau
Alphas Program Council Officer of the
kl
week K ' • th !. d

For Rent
1422 & 1424 FOREST LANE - $525.00
per month. $520.00 SEC DEP. 2 BED RM
1 l/2BATHRANGERE FDISHWASHER
CIA 1st MONTH FREE RENT.
1430FORESTLANE -$550.00permonth.
ALL UNITS
$545.00 SEC DEP .
AVAILABLE NOW CALL J .L .
ZIMMERMAN REALTY 878-6844.
FEMALE NEEDS NON-SMOKING
ROOMMATE TO SHARE NORTH
DAYTON HOUSE. OWN ROOM,
FENCED YARD, BASEMENT, W/D ON
SITE, AND PETS OK. $300/MO + 1/2
UTILITIES. DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 2743848.
FAIRBORN - off campus living for one.
Unfurnished apartment, 3 rooms, fenced
yard. •$315 includes utilities. 882-6587

NEED MOTORIST ASSISTANCE?
CAMPUS SHUTTLE INFORMATION?

CALL 873-5692
PARK ING AND TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE HELP LINE!
HELP LINE HOURS:
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
SAM -10 PM
10AM 10PM
SATURDAY
l0AM- 7 PM
SUNDAY

•
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College is expensive. ·
Visiting friends and family
shouldn't be.

We Deliver!
Call
Planning your next visit has never been easier or more affordable.
With more than 2,400 destinations, Greyhound can take you
anywhere you want to go at prices you can afford. So, whether
it's the holidays or home for summer, call Greyhound today at
1-800-231-2222 and leave the driving to us.

•

Fl
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our choice

Go Greyhound®

and leave the driving to us.

http://www.greyhound.com
C 1996 Greyhound Lines, Inc. Some restrictions and limitations may apply.
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Get Off...
on the Weekend
Shuttle

1 STUDENT UNION

7:35 ;

5:QSJ

3 WOODS/OAK HALL
4VILLAGEAPT2030

5:10:
5:15:
6:20!
5:20 i
5:25' ·-·6:2f
6:30:
5:30,
45..._;~
6;_
5:35_,__,- 6:55 ,
5:45
7:15
5:55'.
7:20 6·00,

8:50;--

9:00,

1

11:30

.. 10:10;

11:40

5WOODS/PINE HALL

eFOREST LN/SYCAMORE :
7 FOREST LN/ZINK RD
8 MEIJER
~
(KINKOS
9 PARAMOUNT Pl
10 FAIRFIELD COMMONS t(FOOO COURT !
- - l
11 KOHLS -

6:051
6:10
6:151

__,I

I

9:20
7:50
25- - ~ - - ~ - t 9-:
7:55
9:30
8:00
8-:1__,5___9_:35- - - - - - - - - -

8:2f·"

9:45

9:55

8:45

·10:00
fl

;

Fri-Sun. Cost is .75 one
way EXACT fare is
required. Shuttle is
wheelchair accessible.
For more shuttle info call
873-5809 after 4pm Fri. and
all day Sat. and Sun. or
contact the Office of
Parking and Transportation
at 873-5690.

--!_

9:00'
9:05 ·
7:40 '····-·-·9:1ct'·
9:15
7:45,

7:30 :

5:00 1

;FRIDAY PM

2 HAMILTON HALL

'SATURDAY AM;
1 STUDENT UNION
.
2°'HAMILTON HALL . ···-···-·· · ·••
i·3 WOODS/OAK HALL

·r··~- 9:05.. ······ ·1t>°:OSi•• ·~--ti:3st
9:10

1:00

1:05
1:10

5:40

6:00
4:30
3:00 ·
1:30
l
11:00
11 :05--1-2:0-5--1-:3-5--3-:05--4:-35---'--6:0_5_ _ __
6:10·
4:40,
3:10
11:10 - -12:ff - 1:40
3WOODSJOAKHALL - ·
6:15:--.--·
4:45'
1:-45....-1--,..-3-:1_5 .
12:15 -,11 :15!
---4 VILLAGE APfi030
s:20
4:so
3:20
11:2or- 12:20
swooos7PTNE'HALL6:25 .
4:55
3;25
1:55
12:25.
11:25
__
6FORESTLN/SYCAMORE
.,....Ef:"30· - - - - · - - 11:30' - ·12:30~ ~· 2:oo· 3:30~:00
iFORESTLNJZtNKRD ··-·
1STUDENT UNION

fHAMfLTON HALL

SUNDAY AM I
I
----···

--rro·

i

8MEIJER _ _ _
9 PARAMOUNT PLACE

11 :3s : ..- 12: ◄ s · ·· - 2:1s"
·
·{KINKOS) · ·- ·- -- 11 :45 - 1Bf

s:45 ,

flr- -s-:3~s.--:..--.------I

2:45

4:151

--5:45. ---6-:55---+·---..---,

JQJA.!RF·l~Q..~<?~_2Ns~:IF06bCOURT
, .

11 KOHLS

ALL TIMES ARE

I

PM

11:55!

1:1r

12:00 l

1:20

DEPARTURE TIMES

--rrs . 3:552:50

6:45

s:2s

--------4:20

5:50

1· FINAL

I

·1:00

RETURN ITRIP TO CAMPUS
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All Campus
Stops
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